Development and evaluation of orally disintegrating tablets comprising taste-masked mirtazapine granules.
Orally disintegrating tablets (ODTs) provide an important treatment option for pediatric, geriatric and psychiatric patients. In our previous study, we have performed the initial studies for the formulation development and characterization of new ODT formulations containing a bitter taste drug, mirtazapine, coated with 6% (w/w) Eudragit® E-100 (first group of formulations, FGF) without taste evaluation. In present study, coating ratio of the drug was increased to 8% (w/w) (second group of formulations, SGF) to examine the effect of increased coating ratio of drug on in vitro characterization of the formulations including in vitro taste masking study. Coacervation technique using Eudragit® E-100 was employed to obtain taste-masked mirtazapine granules. FGF and SGF were compared to original product (Remeron SolTab, an antidepressant drug which produced by pellet technology) in terms of in vitro permeability, in vitro taste masking efficiency which was performed by dissolution studies in salivary medium and dissolution stability. Also, the other tablet characteristics (such as diameter, thickness) of SGF were examined. The disintegration time of the SGF were found as A1 < A2 < A3 < A5 < A4 (8% Eudragit® E-100), but all of the formulations dissolved under 30 seconds and friability values were less than 1%. In vitro taste masking efficiency studies demonstrated that C2 formulation (in FGF) had the most similar dissolution profile to Remeron SolTab. According to these findings, B2 or C2 (with citric acid or sodium bicarbonate, respectively, with 6% Eudragit® E-100) formulations could be promising alternatives to Remeron SolTab.